I go so far even as to desire that, as he reads my pages, the reader should realise that certain things do not lead anywhere. There are destinies which end nobody knows where, like watercourses in the desert. There are people, endeavours, hopes which are " never heard of again " : aeroliths which vanish into dust, or comets out of the orbit of the human firmament - a whole pathos of dispersion, of disappearance, in which life abounds, but which books almost always, exclude, bent as they are, in accordance with the old rules,; upon beginning and ending the game with the same pack of cards.
I hope, nevertheless, that we shall arrive somewhere. My title promises you that we shall. I am not one of those people who find a bitter gratification in the contemplation of ultimate Incoherence. I am not addicted to the dilettantism of chaos. The world, no doubt, at any given moment of its existence, is anything you like to call it. But it is out of all this aimless dispersion, out of all these zigzagging efforts, out of all this disorderly growth, that the ideal of an epoch ends by disentangling itself. Myriads of human activities are scattered in all directions by the indifferent forces of self-interest, of passion, even of crime and madness ; and they proceed to destroy themselves in their dashes or lose themselves in the void - or so it seems.
But, out of all their number, some few of these activities are endowed with a little constancy by the pure in heart, for reasons which certainly seem to respond to the most elementary designs of the Spirit.    Then there occur epidemics, transmutations of objective, of valuation, which J are hard to explain.   Everything comes to pass as though » tie Whole had chosen to make progress by means of a series of clumsy jolts.  In this confusion of wills, there must surely ; be some <c of good will."
Do not ask me to point them out to you in advance, with an infallible finger. I shall do the same as yourself. I shall learn to know them little by little, as I study their actions aad the consequences of their actions. I imagine that the " good wills " are more numerous than one thinks or than

